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We consider the behavior of a quintessence field during an inflationary epoch, in order to learn how inflation
influences the likely initial conditions for quintessence. We use the stochastic inflation formalism to study
quantum fluctuations induced in the quintessence field during the early stages of inflation, and conclude that
these drive its mean to large values (*0.1mPl). Consequently we find that tracker behavior typically starts at
low redshift, long after nucleosynthesis and most likely also after decoupling.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.023524 PACS number~s!: 98.80.CqI. INTRODUCTION
In order to fit the impressive array of observational data
now available, it is widely believed that a model of the Uni-
verse should feature a period of inflation in its early history,
leading to the generation of density perturbations via quan-
tum fluctuations, and that the present expansion rate should
be accelerating. While the latter phenomenon is often con-
sidered due to a cosmological constant, it is at least as attrac-
tive to presume that the acceleration is driven by the same
mechanism usually exploited to give early Universe infla-
tion, namely domination by the potential energy of a scalar
field. Such models are known as quintessence models.
An important class of quintessence models are known as
tracking models @1–5#, where the late-time evolution of the
field has an attractor behavior rendering it fairly independent
of initial conditions. However, despite the existence of track-
ing behavior the details of the initial conditions may yet be
important. For example, in several models of quintessence
the tracking solution cannot be achieved too early; big bang
nucleosynthesis is spoiled if the quintessence field has too
large a density at that time @3,6#. More obviously, a quintes-
sence scenario will not work unless the initial energy density
is at least as large as is required by the present. It is therefore
useful to have further guidance as to the likely initial condi-
tions for quintessence.
The simplest assumption concerning quintessence is that
it is a fundamental scalar field ~rather than a low-energy
composite field!, and as such was already present during the
inflationary epoch in the early Universe. If the quintessence
field is sufficiently weakly coupled that it is not affected by
the inflaton decays ending inflation, its possible initial con-
ditions are restricted by its dynamics during the inflationary
period. Note that we are not considering the situation where
the quintessence field and the inflaton are the same field @7#.
In this paper we carry out a comprehensive study of the
influence of inflationary dynamics on the quintessence field.
We choose parameters so that the quintessence sector
matches the observed acceleration of the Universe, and the
inflaton sector generates suitable perturbations to initiate
structure formation. We investigate both classical and quan-
tum dynamics of the quintessence. We assume a flat Uni-
verse throughout.0556-2821/2002/66~2!/023524~6!/$20.00 66 0235II. MODELS AND OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
A. Quintessence
The quintessence model is defined by a scalar field Q
evolving in a potential V(Q). Constraints on such models
from observation have recently been considered by various
authors @8,9#; the precise details are not important for our
considerations but for definiteness we use the results of Bean
et al. @9#, who recently combined constraints on such models
from type Ia supernovae, CMB peak positions and large-
scale structure surveys. They found one-sigma constraints on
the quintessence density parameter and its pressure-density
ratio of
0.57<VQ<0.72 and 21<wQ<20.85. ~1!
With this, and assuming the Hubble constant to be given by
h50.7260.08 @10#, it is possible to find constraints on the
parameters of the quintessence models. To locate viable re-
gions of parameter space, we approximate these three con-
straints as Gaussian distributed ~in the case of wQ a half-
Gaussian centred at wQ521) and independent. This defines
a confidence region in the space of parameters, and using
numerical simulations we can translate the confidence region
into other variables such as the density of non-relativistic
matter today and the parameters of the quintessence poten-
tial.
Our main discussion will focus on quintessence models
with inverse power-law potentials, as originally introduced
by Ratra and Peebles @2#:
V~Q !5V0S QmPlD
2b
. ~2!
In order to simplify some later expressions we define the
notation X˜ 5X/mPl , where X is any field or variable. Using
the procedure described above and projecting the result onto
the b –V0 plane gives the allowed region shown in Fig. 1.
We see that b&1 and V0.53102124mPl4 at 68% confidence,
with a broader region at 95% confidence. In defining our
models, we allow b to vary and for each choice fix V0 at its
best-fit value.©2002 The American Physical Society24-1
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We take inflation to be driven by a scalar field f ~the
inflaton! in a potential W(f). Because of the small value of
V0, the inflaton dominates the evolution and therefore we can
use the standard constraints on its parameters. The inflation
model is to be chosen so as to reproduce the amplitude of
perturbations needed to generate the observed structures,
which requires @11#
512p
75
W3
mPl
6 udW/dfu2
.4310210. ~3!
This is to be evaluated at fobs , the value of the field corre-
sponding to the epoch when the scale of the observable Uni-
verse crossed the horizon.
In this paper we will consider potentials where inflation
ends by violation of the slow-roll conditions, so the slow-roll
approximation
«~f!5
mPl
2
16p S dW/dfW D
2
!1 ~4!
h~f!5
mPl
2
8p
d2W/df2
W !1 ~5!
gives the end of inflation and the number of e-foldings
N.
8p
mPl
2 Efend
fobs W~f!
dW/df df.50 ~6!
gives us fobs .
Fifty or so e-foldings is the minimum amount of inflation
capable of giving our observed Universe, but crucial for the
considerations of this paper is that typically one expects
enormously more inflation. If one only imposes the con-
straint that the initial energy density be below the Planck
energy, most models allow very large amounts of inflation.
However the early stages of such inflation may be dominated
FIG. 1. The 68% and 95% confidence regions for an inverse
power-law model of quintessence.02352by quantum dynamics ~the so-called stochastic inflation re-
gime @12#!. The maximum value of the inflaton field we con-
sider, fmax , is given by the quantum-to-classical evolution
transition
Dqu
Dcl
5
H
2p UHf˙ U&1, ~7!
where the D represent the typical quantum and classical evo-
lution per Hubble time.
For simplicity we focus on an inflaton model with a
power-law potential
W~f!5W0S fmPlD
a
. ~8!
The former constraints lead to
f˜ end.maxF a4Ap ,Aa~a21 !8p G , ~9!
f˜ obs.A50a4p 1f˜ end2 , ~10!
f˜ max.S 3a2mPl4128pW0D
1/(a12)
, ~11!
W0.
331028a2mPl
4
512p f
˜
obs
2(a12)
. ~12!
III. QUINTESSENCE FIELD EVOLUTION DURING
INFLATION
The models are now fully defined and we can study the
dynamics of each field, beginning with the classical evolu-
tion.
A. Classical evolution
We assume that the quintessence field is completely un-
coupled from everything else, including the inflaton. The
equations of motion are the Euler-Lagrange equations for the
inflaton and quintessence fields
f¨ 523Hf˙ 2
dW
df , Q
¨ 523HQ˙ 2 dVdQ ~13!
and the Einstein equation
H25
8p
3mPl
2 F12f˙ 21W~f!112Q˙ 21V~Q !G . ~14!
Because of the very small value of V0, the evolution of the
Universe is determined by the inflaton. The quintessence
field may dominate if its value is very small, but, as we will
see this situation would end very quickly. Therefore, using
the slow-roll approximation we have the solution4-2
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where N5log(a/aini) . The subscript ‘‘ini’’ always means the
value at some time t ini . Knowing the dynamics of the Uni-
verse we can now study the quintessence field.
The classical behavior of the quintessence field is rather
straightforward. If the field is in a region where udV/dQu is
small, its classical evolution will be highly suppressed by the
friction arising from the inflationary expansion and to a good
approximation the field will retain its initial value. Con-
versely, if udV/dQu is large, the field will quickly roll down
until the potential becomes too flat. More precisely, using the
slow-roll approximation for the quintessence field we have
Q˜˙ . bV0
3H~ t !mPl
2 Q˜ 2b21. ~16!
Assuming H(t) constant ~roughly correct for a few Hubble
times! the solution is
Q˜ ~ t !.Fb~b12 !V03HmPl2 ~ t2t ini!1Q˜ inib12G
1/(b12)
. ~17!
We define
Q˜ min5Fb~b12 !V03H2mPl2 G
1/(b12)
~18!
and see that the evolution during a Hubble time has the fol-
lowing approximate description:
Q˜ ~ t ini1H21!.Q˜ ini if Q˜ ini@Q˜ min ,
~19!
Q˜ ~ t ini1H21!.Q˜ min if Q˜ ini!Q˜ min .
Therefore, after a few Hubble times the classical evolution of
the quintessence field is to remain constant.
B. Quantum fluctuations
Although the large friction from the Hubble expansion
renders the classical evolution of the quintessence field neg-
ligible, the same is not necessarily true of the quantum fluc-
tuations. Indeed, as we shall see, the effect of these in the
quintessence potential is to drive typical regions of the Uni-
verse to quite large values of the quintessence field, corre-
sponding to low energy densities. This possibility was first
mentioned in Ref. @13#.
Let us now recall briefly the way we treat these fluctua-
tions. Following Ref. @11#, we choose the spatially-flat slic-
ing and we split the quintessence field into an unperturbed
part and a perturbation
Q~x,t !5Q~ t !1dQ~x,t !. ~20!
We quantize the perturbation and expand its Fourier compo-
nents02352dQˆ k~ t !5wk~ t !aˆ k1wk*~ t !aˆ 2k† , ~21!
where aˆ k is the annihilation operator. In the linear approxi-
mation we have to solve
w¨ k13Hw˙ k1@~k/a !21meff
2 #wk50, ~22!
where meff
2 5d2V/dQ2. If the field is effectively massless and
H is approximately constant, the power spectrum of the fluc-
tuations is given by
Pk~ t !5
L3k3
2p2
uwk~ t !u2.F11S kaH D
2G S H2p D
2
. ~23!
This means that before horizon-crossing Pk(t)}1/a2(t) and
afterwards it becomes constant. Using
^dQˆ 2~x,t !&5E
0
‘
Pk~ t !
dk
k , ~24!
and the fact that the fluctuations become classical after they
cross the horizon, we find that the quintessence field receives
quantum kicks whose size is estimated as H/2p per Hubble
time.
The effect of these quantum fluctuations can be studied
using the Fokker-Planck formalism @14#, which allows one to
follow the probability distribution f (Q ,t) of the quintessence
field during inflation. A simple derivation is as follows. We
take discrete steps Dt5H21« during which there are a ran-
dom jump of magnitude DQqu5ADt/H21H/2p
5AD«H/2p due to quantum fluctuations and a classical step
DQcl5Q˙ Dt52«V8/3H2, where the prime denotes a deriva-
tive with respect to Q. During this time an interval dQ
shrinks by a factor 11«V9/3H2. We find the following equa-
tion:
f ~Q ,t1Dt !dQ512 @ f ~Q2DQcl1DQqu ,t !
1 f ~Q2DQcl2DQqu ,t !]~11«V9/3H2!dQ . ~25!
Subtracting f (Q ,t)dQ , dividing by « and taking the limit
«→0 leads to
] f ~Q ,t !
]t
5
H3~ t !
8p2
]2 f ~Q ,t !
]Q2
1
1
3H~ t !
]
]Q S ]V~Q !]Q f ~Q ,t ! D .
~26!
On the right-hand side, the first term produces diffusion and
the second one produces a drift. Note that unlike the usual
stochastic inflation situation, here H(t) is determined exter-
nally by the inflaton field evolution, and the fluctuations in Q
do not back-react on the expansion rate.
To be complete we need the boundary condition
lim
Q→0
FH3~ t !8p2 ] f ~Q ,t !]Q 1 ]V~Q !/]Q3H~ t ! f ~Q ,t !G50, ~27!
4-3
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*0
‘ f (Q ,t)dQ51 which implies limQ→‘ f (Q ,t)50.
From now on we focus on the inverse power-law potential
for the quintessence. First of all, one may wonder whether
the massless condition we used for the typical quantum jump
is justified. Indeed, for values smaller than Q lim , where
Q˜ lim5Fb~b11 !V0H2mPl2 G
1/(b12)
, ~28!
the quintessence field has an effective mass meff which is no
longer negligible compared to the Hubble rate.1 For all
wavelengths a/k bigger than 1/meff , Eq. ~22! implies
wk~ t !}a
23/2~ t ! ~29!
and therefore the power spectrum of Pk(t) decreases as
1/a3(t) leading to a smaller value of the quantum jump after
horizon-crossing. Nevertheless, because the typical quantum
jump H/2p ~typically 1025mPl) is dramatically bigger than
Q lim ~with b51, typically 10239mPl), the massless condition
is broken only during very short periods of time ~much less
than a Hubble time! and so the massless approximation is an
excellent one.
The Fokker-Planck equation becomes
] f ~Q ,t !
]t
5
H3~ t !
8p2
]2 f ~Q ,t !
]Q2
2
]
]Q S bV0mPl
b
3H~ t ! Q
2b21 f ~Q ,t ! D .
~30!
For Q.Qmin we can drop the terms coming from the classi-
cal evolution since we have seen it is negligible. For
Q,Qmin the effect of the potential becomes important and it
acts as a wall preventing the quantum fluctuations driving the
quintessence field to the origin. Therefore, to a good approxi-
mation we have to solve
] f ~Q ,t !
]t
5
H3~ t !
8p2
]2 f ~Q ,t !
]Q2
, ~31!
with the boundary condition d f (Q’0,t)/dQ50 ~no flux
through the origin! and maintaining f (Q ,t)>0 and
*0
‘ f (Q ,t)dQ51. This is equivalent to a random walk with a
wall. Starting with a ~half! Gaussian distribution centered on
Q50 and with variance s2(t), and assuming H(t) is con-
stant during Dt , we have
s2~ t ini1Dt !5s ini
2 1
H3
4p2
Dt . ~32!
More precisely, the equation to solve is
ds2
dt 5
H3~ t !
4p2
, ~33!
1For power-law potentials, this field value is almost the same as
Qmin , the value below which the classical evolution is important.02352which has solution
s2~f˜ !.s ini
2 1
16W0
3a~a12 !mPl
2 ~f
˜ ini
a122f˜ a12!. ~34!
After enough time the evolution is roughly independent of
the initial condition s ini and we can set it to zero.
We can now ask what one expects the mean value of the
quintessence field to be in our region of the Universe. Be-
cause we are presently interested only in the mean value, we
should only consider perturbations on scales larger than our
present horizon, which are generated between the initial in-
flaton value f ini and fobs . Because of the presence of the
wall, the net effect of the quantum fluctuations is to diffuse
the quintessence field to larger values. The extent of this
diffusion depends on how much inflation occurs before the
last fifty e-foldings; if more inflation occurs then there are
more ‘‘steps’’ in the diffusion and also the early steps are
larger. We have also computed the distribution obtained by
averaging over all possible initial inflaton values between
fobs and fmax assuming a flat probability.
Actually we are more interested in the probability distri-
bution f q of q5log10(Q/mPl). We have f q(q ,t)
5 f Q(q),tdQ/dq which has a peak at qpeak
5log10(s(t)/mPl). In Fig. 2 we show some distributions
f q(q ,tobs) in the particular case of a52; we show the prob-
ability distributions for two possible initial conditions for the
inflaton, and then the probability distribution averaged over a
uniform initial distribution for f ini between fobs and fmax .
Figure 3 shows the position of the peak in the distributions as
a function of a; as we can see, the result is roughly indepen-
dent of a , and as expected the more inflation there is the
further the distribution diffuses to large Q.
We wish to know the quintessence value after inflation to
assess when the solution begins tracking. In the slow-roll
approximation, the solution for the tracker is
FIG. 2. Probability distributions for the mean quintessence value
at the end of inflation for different initial values f ini , in the par-
ticular case of a52. We have also plotted the probability distribu-
tion obtained by averaging over f ini .4-4
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1/(b12)S a
a0
D 3(11wf)/(b12),
~35!
where r f0 is the present value of the energy density and w f
the pressure-density ratio of the dominant fluid ~either radia-
tion or nonrelativistic matter!. Some examples of trackers are
plotted in Fig. 4. After inflation the quintessence field re-
mains constant as long as its energy density is lower than the
tracker’s. We can therefore find the probability distribution f z
for log10(z tr11), where z tr is the redshift at which the quin-
tessence reaches the tracking behavior, by comparing the
value of Q at the end of inflation with the tracking solution.
Using Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 we can estimate at which redshift the
tracker is reached for some values of a and b . We notice that
the smaller b is, the later the tracker is reached for a given
initial value of Q. In Fig. 5 we show some examples of
distributions for the redshift at which tracking begins. The
discontinuity in the distribution comes from the fact that at
about radiation-matter equality there is a transition between
two trackers.
The striking feature of this figure is how low the expected
redshift of tracking is. While some previous papers have ad-
vocated equipartition of the quintessence energy density as
an initial condition @5#, leading to prompt tracking, we find
that tracking is postponed until the late stages, and in par-
ticular well after nucleosynthesis. Indeed, the bulk of the
probability is not only after nucleosynthesis but after decou-
pling too; however there is only a small probability that
tracking has not begun by the present, which would not lead
to acceptable quintessence.
Finally we must say that our results are valid for small
initial values of the quintessence field before inflation ~in fact
formally zero!. If this were not the case, the probability dis-
tribution for the mean value of the quintessence field at the
end of inflation will broaden to larger values and the tracker
will be reached even later or not at all.
FIG. 3. The position of the peak of the probability distributions
of Q, as in Fig. 2, plotted as a function of a .02352IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the quantum dynamics of the quintes-
sence field during a period of early Universe inflation. Be-
cause of quantum fluctuations, even if the initial value of Q
in a certain region of the Universe is small, it is rapidly
diffused to large field values and hence low energy density.
We have found that typically tracking behavior begins only
at quite a late stage of evolution, well after nucleosynthesis
and quite likely after decoupling too.
Although we have discussed specific models of both in-
flation and quintessence, we expect our results to be quite
general; as far as inflation is concerned we need only the
assumption that there are significantly more than fifty
e-foldings in total and a standard value of H during inflation,
FIG. 4. Some examples of trackers for different values of b .
FIG. 5. Probability distributions for the redshift at which the
quintessence field reaches the tracker, for a52 and b51. The
distributions are shown for two different initial values f ini , and
averaged over f ini . The discontinuities arise across matter-radiation
equality.4-5
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diverges at the origin the result should also be the same as
the precise form of the potential is dynamically irrelevant. In
particular, while we have only considered models where the
tracking density during nucleosynthesis is negligible, these
considerations may reinstate models whose tracking density
would be unacceptable during nucleosynthesis.02352ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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